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Introduction
The term ''inverse protein folding'' (Pabo, 1983) has been used to describe various techniques based on deciding if a protein sequence is a satisfactory match for a given fully folded structure. Inverse folding studies can be broadly classified into those that address the problem of matching a known sequence against a library of representative target structures, and those that address the problem of designing a sequence that fits a particular target structure. A central component of either type of study is the method of evaluating the fitness of a sequence for a structure.
Some of the early work on the design side of the inverse folding problem concentrated on finding sequences compatible with buried positions in the hydrophobic cores of proteins of known structure. Ponder & Richards (1987) developed a method for identifying allowed sequences based on packing criteria. A recent study (Hellinga & Richards, 1995) used simulated annealing to find optimal core residue assignments, using a more sophisticated energy function that included van der Waals', solvation, and entropic terms. These local design methods are limited by reliance on an accurately determined, relatively rigid protein backbone.
An important issue when scoring sequences against representative or low-resolution structures is how to determine the mapping from sequence positions to structural positions. Structural templates based on local environmental preferences (Bowie et al., 1991) or based on pairwise contact preferences (Wilmanns & Eisenberg, 1993) essentially convert the three-dimensional problem to a one-dimensional approximation that can be solved using conventional dynamic programming methods. In another approach, Finkelstein & Reva (1991) used a mean field approximation to iteratively adjust the alignment of a sequence with an idealized structure.
Several global sequence design methods have been developed for use with simplified lattice-based structural models. On a more abstract level, Yue & Dill (1992) developed a design strategy for hydrophobic-polar (HP) sequences on two-dimensional lattices using a set of simple design rules. Shakhnovich & Gutin (1993) developed a method for optimizing sequences on three-dimensional lattices, based on Monte Carlo energy optimization. This method is based on the principle that among sequences with the same composition, sequences with lower energies in the target conformation will tend to be more selective for that conformation. In a few cases, more complex dynamic criteria have been used to judge the fitness of a sequence. Godzik et al. (1992) used a template approach in conjunction with a Monte Carlo simulation procedure to judge the relative stability of a sequence in a target conformation. Gutin et al. (1995) used a simplified Monte Carlo folding procedure to score sequences by their folding efficiency.
In this study, we use a simple lattice-based model for protein structure to explore inverse folding and Abbreviations used: HP, hydrophobic-polar; CTF, C-terminal fragment; d.r.m.s., distance root-meansquare deviation.
the relationship between sequence and structure. Our model is a particularly good choice because we can effectively sample all of conformational space for proteins of up to about 80 residues, and our low-resolution models still do a reasonably good job of capturing the overall fold of a polypeptide chain (Hinds & Levitt, 1992 . Our system bridges a gap between some of the more abstract lattice models used in theoretical studies of protein folding (Lau & Dill, 1989; Camacho & Thirumalai, 1993; Sali et al., 1994) , and models tailored for protein structure prediction (Skolnick et al., 1993) .
We have developed a simple design strategy based on optimizing the conformational energy of a designed sequence in its target conformation, Starting from a random sequence of predetermined composition, we repeatedly swap residue pairs to minimize the resulting energy. This is similar in spirit to the approach of Shakhnovich & Gutin (1993) , however, we use steepest descent minimization in place of a Monte Carlo procedure, and we simultaneously optimize the alignment of the designed sequence to the target structure as we optimize the sequence. We evaluated our design strategy for 100 compact globular target structures. We compared properties of designed sequences with properties of a native sequence. And we examined the interaction between the design procedure and the number of available amino acid types.
We only consider the mapping between sequence space and structure space from a thermodynamic perspective. We make the reasonably safe assumption that for the small globular proteins we study, their native conformations are global energy minima, and that this is at least a necessary if not sufficient condition for folding. We do not try to model actual folding events, and we do not consider the kinetic accessibility of our low energy structures.
Results

Evaluation of sequence design method
For our first inverse folding tests, we used the sequence of the 68-residue C-terminal fragment (CTF) of ribosomal protein L7/L12 (Protein Data Bank code 1CTF; Leijonmark & Liljas, 1987) . We show the native structure and best lattice model of CTF in Figure 1 . Starting from a set of 989,274 compact, bounded lattice structures, we picked 100 random conformations. For each of these 100 target structures, we generated a tuned sequence with the same composition as the native CTF sequence. We then evaluated the tuned sequences against all 989,274 alternative structures, to judge how well the sequences were able to discriminate their intended target structures.
The space of all high-resolution protein structures is roughly comparable in size to the space of all possible protein sequences. From results with discrete models (Park & Levitt, 1995) , 20 states per residue is sufficient to fit an arbitrary structure to about 1 Å resolution, which compares with the 20 available amino acid types. For 1CTF, there are 10 55 possible sequences that preserve the native amino acid composition. In contrast, we are looking at only about 10 6 low-resolution folds. These numbers suggest that for a given low-resolution fold, there should on average be many sequences that uniquely favor that fold over any other low-resolution fold (Lau & Dill, 1990) . It might be the case that some folds are suited to many more Figure 2 . The ten lowest energy sequences generated for a single target structure. Each sequence is followed by its energy in kcal/mol. Hydrophobic residues are emphasized. The distribution of hydrophilic and hydrophobic residues is well conserved, and most of the sequence variation is in the hydrophilic positions.
sequences than others, and some folds might have no suitable sequences.
For a single target structure, the low energy sequences generated from different random starts tend to be very similar ( Figure 2 ). Positions of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues tend to be very well conserved, and most sequence positions have little variation. There seem to be many closely related local minima that cannot be interconverted by our algorithm. Tuned sequences differ from native sequences in that they tend to slavishly follow the rule of hydrophobic on the inside, hydrophilic on the outside. Most of the variation is found in hydrophilic positions. A relatively common variation is to substitute one charged residue for another, or to swap members of a salt bridge. Sometimes hydrophilic residues are inserted or deleted from loop regions.
Our simple sequence optimization algorithm is quite effective at finding sequences that select for their target structures. The lowest energy structure for a tuned sequence is the one for which it was optimized in 41 out of 100 cases, and the target structure is in the ten lowest energy structures in 89 out of 100 cases ( Figure 3 ). In many cases where the target and lowest energy structures are not actually identical, they are very closely related. However, there are a few cases where the low energy structures are very different from the target structures for which the sequences were designed.
For 25 of the random target structures, we extended the optimization procedure to 1000 random starts. The sequences generated in these more thorough searches were not significantly better tuned than those generated in 100 iterations, as judged by the energy ranks of their target structures in an exhaustive conformational search. While some ranks improved, a roughly equal number got worse ( Figure 4 ). We carried one optimization out to 10,000 random starts, with similar results.
To judge the amount of variability in the low energy structures for our tuned sequences, we used multidimensional scaling to calculate two-dimensional representations of the d.r.m.s. distances between the structures ( Figure 5 ). We used single linkage clustering with a d.r.m.s. cutoff of 3.0 Å to group related structures, In the context of our lattice model, structures separated by this distance have very similar overall topologies, and seem likely to be interconvertible without extensive rearrangements. For our tuned sequences, most low energy structures fall into one or two dense clusters of related structures. The target structure is typically a member of the largest cluster.
Comparison of tuned sequences with a native sequence
For comparison, we examined how well tuned the native CTF sequence was for its lowest energy conformation, as well as how well it fit the most native-like model conformation. Due to limitations of our model, the lowest energy conformation for the native sequence is generally not the model structure closest to the native conformation. However, the comparisons are useful because Comparison of results for 25 target structures using 100 random starts with results using 1000 random starts. The energy ranks of the target structures are shown, grouped by powers of ten. In the longer runs, six out of 25 energy ranks improved, and six out of 25 ranks got worse. The remaining 13 ranks were unchanged.
tive of the range of available types. The ''R2'' sequence consisted of equal numbers of leucine and asparagine residues. The ''R4'' sequence added alanine and serine. The ''R8'' sequence added aspartate, glycine, lysine, and valine. The ''R17'' sequence contained all the remaining normal amino acids except for cysteine, methionine, and tryptophan. We tuned each of these sequences for each of our 100 random target structures. For each tuned sequence-structure pair, we then performed an exhaustive conformational search to see how well the tuned sequence selected for its target structure.
The R2 sequences were generally unable to select for their target structures (Figure 9 ). The target structures were in the ten lowest energy conformations in only 11 of 100 cases. In 44 out of 100 cases, the targets were not even in the 1000 lowest energy conformations. The R4 sequences did significantly better: the target structure was the lowest energy conformation in 16 out of 100 cases, and 38 out of 100 were in the top ten. The R8 sequences did about as well as sequences with the native CTF composition: the target structure was correctly identified in 41 out of 100 cases, and was in the top ten in 89 out of 100 cases. The R17 sequences performed a bit better than the native CTF sequences: the target structure was identified in 55 out of 100 cases. As expected, increasing the number of residue types decreases the chance that a structure unrelated to the target will have a very low energy (Figure 10 ). The R17 sequences perform better than the CTF sequences because the amino acid composition of CTF is skewed towards a small number of amino acid types. However, even in the R2 case, there were several structures for which our method was able to find sequences with the correct global minimum energy conformation.
In our R2 simulations, we rarely find degeneracies among the low energy structures as reported with other HP design attempts . Our energy calculations include nearest neighbor as well as next-nearest neighbor interactions, so our energies are sensitive to higher order features of a structure than a simple nearest-neighbor HP potential on a cubic lattice. Since our conformational energies are determined by many more features, it is much less likely that two structures will have exactly the same energies by chance. Breaking these degeneracies in itself does not seem to make the design problem any easier, however.
For 40 of the R2 ''failures'' (cases where a tuned sequence's target structure was not in its 1000 lowest energy conformations), we tried tuning R2 sequences for the actual lowest energy structures (Figure 11 ). We knew in advance that each of these structures could be selected by at least one sequence that could be generated by our design algorithm. We were much more successful at designing sequences for these structures than for our random set: in l6 out of 40 cases, the tuned sequence's lowest energy conformation was the one for which it was designed, and the target structure was in the ten lowest energy conformations in 35 out of 40 cases. These they indicate how the sequences generated by the tuning procedure differ from naturally generated sequences.
We found that our tuned sequences are much better optimized for their lowest energy states than the native sequence is optimized for its lowest energy state. Energy is a better discriminator for the target structure for the tuned sequences than for a native sequence (Figure 6 ). Also, the low energy structures for the native sequence are less tightly clustered than for the tuned sequences (Figure 7) . In comparing the native sequence with a sequence tuned for its lowest energy structure, we found that the distributions of polar and non-polar residues were not particularly similar (0.10 < p < 0.20). We think this is partially because native sequences are more heterogeneous than tuned sequences, and partially because the sequences have different threadings onto the same lattice model, so corresponding residues do not necessarily have similar environments.
For protein design, it will probably be important to design sequences with more constraints than just having an ordinary sequence composition. These results indicate that there is a lot of ''elbow room'' between sequences that happen to fit a designated target better than any alternative, and sequences that are actually optimal for that target.
Reduced sequence alphabets
We examined the dependence of our sequence tuning algorithm on the diversity of available residue types using a series of artificial sequences. We constructed four 68-residue sequences with two, four, eight, and 17 residue types, as shown in Figure 8 . We did not try to choose optimal subsets of residue types: instead, we chose subsets that seemed by inspection to be reasonably representa-tuned sequences were always different from the sequences generated in our original analysis, and usually had lower energies in their target conformations. The high rate of success in these cases shows that there exists a subset of structures for which it is relatively easy to design R2 sequences via our method. However, the five failures in the second round of tuning show that conformational energy and selectivity are not perfectly correlated: it is possible for one sequence to have a higher energy in a target conformation than another, and yet be more selective for that conformation.
Discussion
Tuning a sequence for a target structure seems on the surface to be a very difficult problem. The goal of optimizing the relative fitness of the designed sequence for the target structure versus its fitness for any alternative structure seems hopelessly difficult. In practice, optimizing the fit of a sequence to the target without regard for how it might fit alternative conformations usually does a remarkably good job. It is relatively easy to find sequences that, at low resolution, fit an arbitrary compact globular structure. It seems that the inverse folding problem is a fundamentally easier one than protein folding (Yue & Dill, 1992) .
In the cases where the target structure is not the absolute lowest energy conformation for one of our tuned sequences, there are several possible explanations. Perhaps a better sequence could be found by our method using a longer search, or by a better search strategy using the same fitness measure. Our tests make this seem unlikely, since our tuned sequences do not tend to get better with longer searches. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that another search algorithm would do better by exploring sequence space differently.
Alternatively, optimal sequences for these structures may exist, but may never be spotted by our procedure, because our selection rule imperfectly deviations for all compact conformations, and for the 100 lowest energy conformations, for native and tuned sequences. Using the lowest energy model conformation for the native CTF sequence as the target, we show the distributions for the native sequence A and for a sequence tuned for this model B. We also show results using the most native-like model as the target, for the native sequence C and for a sequence tuned for this model D. The tuned sequences fit these targets significantly better than the native sequence.
predicts the relative fitness of a tuned sequence for the target structure. We know our selection rule is imperfect: our tests with the R2 sequences showed that there were many cases where the more selective of two sequences actually had a higher energy in the target conformation. Our design method is limited because it will ''design in'' the desired target but does not explicitly ''design out'' misfolded conformations (Yue & Dill, 1992) .
A third alternative is that some structures have many more selective sequences than others, and there may be some structures for which no sequences can be designed. This is perhaps the most interesting possibility from the perspective of evolution: that some structures or motifs may be able to accommodate a wide variety of sequences, while other structures are difficult or impossible to realize using the available amino acids. This phenomenon was most evident with the reduced alphabet sequences, where we found that it was relatively easy to design sequences for a subset of target structures.
Our results with reduced sequence alphabets show that in the context of our model, a designed sequence needs about eight residue types in order to be reasonably selective for its target conformation. With fewer residue types, it becomes much more likely that alternative folding patterns may have favorable energies by chance. Adding types beyond eight has little effect on a sequence's selectivity. The natural repertoire of 20 amino acids presumably reflects the combined requirements of providing a diversity of chemical functionalities, and providing enough structural diversity that sequences are likely to define unique three-dimensional shapes. From an evolutionary perspective, our result suggests a lower bound on the number of amino acid types needed to compose a stable, functional protein.
This work indicates that caution should be used in the design of artificial sequences for theoretical studies of protein structure prediction. Using simplified models and energy functions, it is easy to generate sequences that have unnatural energy landscapes. We have only examined the thermodynamic properties of artificial sequences, but these sequences might also be expected to have unusual kinetics in folding simulations. At the low resolution of our models, native sequences are far from being ''well-tuned'' for their native (or any other) conformations. This may reflect deficiencies in our representation and potential function, rather than Alternatively, it might be possible to choose target structures that are likely to have a large ''footprint'' in sequence space and consequently will be easy design targets. The ''tinkering'' method of adjusts both a designed sequence and its target structure so as to make one a more discriminating match for the other. In the world of real proteins, secondary structural elements based on backbone interactions might be expected to be relatively accommodating compared to ''random coil'' structures. The distribution of observed protein folds may similarly reflect the fact that some tertiary structural motifs are more accommodating than others.
Methods
We use a simplified representation of a polypeptide chain in which the chain path is restricted to points on a diamond lattice, as described previously (Hinds & Levitt, real deficiencies in native sequences. However, even if native sequences are well-tuned for their high resolution structures, it does not follow that the best analog for a native sequence in a low-resolution model is an extensively optimized one. If simple models are to be used to explore the nature of the folding process, it seems prudent to use native or native-like sequences, rather than designed sequences which may have very nonnative properties.
There may be better design methods that minimize the chances that designed sequences will fit alternative conformations, without explicitly having to design out all possible alternatives. One approach is to first design a trial sequence, then identify its most likely misfolded conformations, and adjust the sequence to better discriminate the desired target from just this subset of alternatives. database of known structures, similar in principle to that used by Miyazawa & Jernigan (1985) . The model is simple enough that for sequences of up to about 80 residues, we can exhaustively evaluate all compact globular backbone conformations.
Our sequence tuning protocol consists of several nested loops, shown in Figure 12 . We first randomize a native sequence, preserving its amino acid composition. This sequence is then superimposed on the target structure, and the alignment of the sequence to the structure is optimized to reach a local energy minimum. Next, we evaluate the energy changes expected for all possible residue-residue swaps, and swap the most favorable pair. This step is repeated until there are no favorable swaps. The sequence-structure alignment is then readjusted, and the swaps are repeated. We perform 20 align-swap cycles. The entire procedure is repeated for 100 or more random sequence starts. The final tuned sequence is the one which has the lowest final conformational energy.
We used a local adaptation of the KYST program to perform multidimensional scaling and clustering (Krustal & Wish, 1978) . Prior to analysis, we transformed d.r.m.s. distances by subtracting 3.0 Å and setting all distances less than or equal to 0.02 Å to 0.02 Å . We then weighted distance errors in the two-dimensional representation by the reciprocal of the corresponding transformed d.r.m.s. value. This tends to push together structures that are very similar (i.e. closer than 3.0 Å d.r.m.s.), and de-emphasizes preserving the relative distances of weakly-related structures.
1992, 1994). On average, there are two residues per lattice point, though for a particular sequence and structure, the actual alignment of the sequence to the structure is optimized to form the best combination of tertiary interactions. The C a positions of residues that are positioned between lattice points are determined by linear interpolation. Energies are based on a statistical analysis of pairwise contact frequencies in a large Figure 11 . Mappings from sequence space to structure space. There should be many sequences that have the same lowest energy conformation A. For a given target structure T, our design method can often find a sequence S that will fold to that target B. With a two-residue alphabet, many of our design attempts were unsuccessful C. For a randomly chosen target T1, our designed sequence S1 often folded to a different target, T2. We found that we could usually successfully design other sequences, like S2, to fit these incorrect targets. With our method, a subset of structures (like T2) seem to be relatively easy design targets, even with just a two-residue alphabet.
